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 The activities of 2016-2017 started with an evaluation meeting of last years internal 

mentors. All the internal mentors were of the opinion that there should be some result at the end 

of the year from the mentees. More stress should be given for the development of practical 

wisdom of mentees . By focussing this  year plan was developed. Though there was delay for the 

release of govt. funds we could give students better classes. 

 The result was that our students prepared a short film  RAKTHAPUSHPAM at the end of 

their mentoring sessions of this year. Some have secured scholarships for the courses conducted 

by other institutions by passing competitive examinations. Some secured prizes for photography 

competition conducted by various departments. 

 It is to be noted that the script was written by the students , scene divisions done by them 

,locations set by them , dubbing everything done by them with the help of external mentors in the 

respective fields. 

 

COACHING FOR APPEARING CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS  

        

 This was done by a team from CACT Central Academy for civil service training. 

They conducted a  scholarship test for the students. 20 students got eligibility for the fee 

concessions for the course. But only 3 joined for the course and continuing their preparations for 

the preliminaries of civil service examinations. 

 



ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL MENTORIG SESSIONS by PRINCIPAL 

          

 

 

       

 

 Rev.Sr.Treesa Dominic called an discussion session to see the progress of Internal 

mentoring and motivated the mentors by giving valuable suggestions. 

 

 

 

 



PUBLIC SPEAKING  

 On 15/02/17 Davis Padical , The PRO of Jyothi Engineering college gave a session on 

Public speaking. The class was very interesting and beneficial as per the feed back of students. 

    

GROUP DISCUSSION and Mock test. 

  A mocktest was conducted by 6/3/17 by Mathrubhumi for LDC examination.On 1/3/17, 

27/6/17 and 28/6/17  training for GD and Interview were done by a team. A group of 10 students 

were handled by each faculty forgroup discussion . Each student was trained personaly for 

interview.  

 

   

 



 

 

 

 

 



TRIGGER THE MINDS 

 

EXTERNAL MENTORING CLASSES 

 On 11/4/17 Babu Nalakath  took a class on building better relation . By the request of 

students he took class on 12/4/17 on trigger the spark. Seema Suresh took external mentoring on 

wild photography. She also conducted a wild life photography exhibition . Sharon gave a 

summary of film making .Riju  took class on acting and Biju Kt explained dubbing and art to 

students.Shri babu Pallassery explained how to write a script. Students wrote the script. Mr. 

Nycilexplained how to take stills. Director Boban Smuel explained how to do effective 

direction.Aniyan Chithrasala explained the cinematography and the camera techniques. 



Sivakumar explained the edititting. Some glimpses are given below.

 

 



 

 



 

 



EXHIBITION 

 

 

BOBAN SAMUEL 

 

 

 



EDITTING  by SIVAKUMAR 

 

 

GLIMPSES FROM NON RESIDENTIAL CAMP 

  On 7th and 8th non residential camp was conducted. The shooting of  the short film 

Rakthapushpam was done. The scipt was written , scene divisions done , shooting done, dubbing 

and editing were done by students themselves.  
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